Holy Family Cathedral Parish Pastoral Council
Minutes of PPC Meeting, October 10, 2017
Members present: Bernie Klein, David Polzen, Brandon Jean, Fay Santos-Vargas, Naty
Mathews, Wendy Dale, Tyler Wist.
Regrets: Fr. David, Fr. Deyre, Mary Wrubleski, Kristin Yasinski, Michael Collins, Marc Perrault
Opening prayer: Bernie Klein
Additions to agenda:
 Forestry farm walk through.
Changes to last meeting minutes: none
Business arising from past meeting:
1. Fall supper follow-up
- Profit of $ 2193.24
Suggestions for consideration
- Families with children to go first
- Suggest half come at 1800 second half come at 1830. Number the tickets to
indicate what table they will be seated at.
- Suggest only sell 350 tickets
- Number the tables
- Possibly serving people at buffet instead of self service including dessert
- Pre-assemble salad
- One kind of dessert
 Left over food was given to Friendship Inn and Ronald McDonald house.
- A Parishioner is a turkey farmer – possibly willing to donate birds next year.
- Thank you note sent to K of C for running the bar.
- Suggestion spring supper: discussion followed. Bernie looking into a fish fry
during lent . Possible date February 16, 2017. Followed by stations of the cross.
2. Bookmarks:
- Well received
- Thank you to volunteers and parish staff for handing them out.
3. Football night October 26, 2017
- Guests Ken Miller and Tim Kroeker confirmed by Fr. David in email.
- Game organizers/planners for event: Todd Grychowski, Kieran Killick, Keith Pavo,
Christian Kaufmann, Dave Murza. Games to be discussed at a meeting of this
group. Prizes can be won by playing games (tokens to be traded in for tickets on
raffle). Anthony and Donovan Dale will bring their Hilltop Championship rings.
- Food decided upon: hotdogs, chips, ketchup, mustard, relish, chopped onions,
sauerkraut, juice boxes, tacos in a bag (salsa, cheese, sour cream, ground beef,
chopped lettuce, chopped tomatoes), popcorn, plastic forks (David Polzen to
check to see what we have stored).

-

Concession: cookies, chips, bars, fruit snacks, candy bags. Wendy may have
some left over from a concession at an event at STJ this weekend.
Bar to be run by K of C
Door prizes and raffle
Game to be played 2007 Grey Cup
Volunteers: David Polzen, Wendy Dale, More will be needed!
Promotion: Handouts for football night will be distributed before and after each
mass for the next 2 Sundays. There will be a sign-up table. We have also
advertised in all other Saskatoon parish bulletins.

4. Filipino lunch (Marian Fundraiser) October 22, 2017
- 81 tickets sold. Maximum 250 tickets to be sold
- Noon Friday October 20, 2017 will be the cut off for ticket sales
- Entertainment: Traditional Tinikling dancing.
- Raffles
- Set up of room discussed.
- Unsure how much money has been raised for the Marian Fundraiser.
- Promote with handouts after mass. Naty will look after the 11:30 mass, Faye to
do the 6:30 mass. Bernie and Carol to look after the 09:00 mass.
5. Cathedral Ambassadors
- No new information
6. Justice and Peace Deanery Representative information
- No new information.
7. 2nd Annual Hockey Night at The Cathedral April 5, 2017
- Wendy Dale looking after hockey draft.
New Business:
1. Ministry fair January 2018
- Proposal to put out a letter of interest to all groups in the parish.
- Fr. David and David Polzen will choose a date.
- Invitation will be extended to Mary’s Hope Spiritual Healing Program to provide
information about their program at the fair.
2. Foundations courses available
3. Mission and Vision Statement for the next 5 years
- David to send out information
- Work needs to be done on this.
4. Request from Terry Sirois on behalf of the City Hospital Foundation to allow people that
are viewing the Enchanted Forest on foot, November 17, 2017 and January 7, 2018, to
use our church as a place to park, warm up and use the washrooms.
- Gathering space is available.
- Carol will request CWL to bake cookies (12 dozen). Update: CWL is currently
overwhelmed with requests, so Carol deferred request and instead invited them
to see the enchanted forest and return to the hall for a warm drink on those dates.
- Volunteers: 17:00 -19:00 Carol, Bernie/Gailene; 19:00-2100 Brandon and Wendy
- Paper cups with lids, stir sticks, napkins, hot chocolate and coffee– Carol Grant
will purchase supplies and set up.
- Advertise in bulletin
5. Formed
- 304 subscribers, $1000.00 shortfall per year.

-

Run one more year and reassess.
Next PPC Meeting October 24, 2017, 7:00 pm

